
MODIFICATIONS AND COBOUNDING MANIFOLDS 

ANDREW H. WALLACE 

Introduction. The object of this paper is to establish a simple connection 
between Thorn's theory of cobounding manifolds and the theory of modifi
cations. The former theory is given in detail in (8) and sketched in (3), while 
the latter is worked out in (1). In particular in (1) it is shown that the only 
modifications which can transform one differentiable manifold into another 
are what I call below spherical modifications, which consist in taking out a 
sphere from the given manifold and replacing it by another. The main result 
is that manifolds cobound if and only if each is obtainable from the other 
by a finite sequence of spherical modifications. 

The technique consists in approximating the manifolds by pieces of algebraic 
varieties. Thus if Mi and M2 form the boundary of M, the last is taken to 
be part of an algebraic variety such that Mi and Mi are two members of a 
pencil of hyperplane sections. If this pencil is properly chosen it will cut only 
finitely many singular sections on M, each of which will correspond to a 
spherical modification. The converse result is proved by a construction which 
seeks to bring about the situation just sketched. These results are proved in 
the first three sections. 

The situation described here is essentially the same as arises in the study 
of critical values of a function on a manifold. Thus if M is embedded in 
iV-space, each modification on the way from Mi to ikf2 corresponds to a 
critical value of xN. The main result of § 4 is to show that the embedding 
can be done in such a way that, as xN increases from its value on Mi to its 
value on ikf2, the type numbers of these critical points (7, p. 21) do not 
decrease. Whether the theory of critical points could be used more extensively 
in the present connection is not quite clear. One factor arising here (as for 
example in § 5) is that Mi and Mi are the main objects of interest usually, 
and the M which they cobound may be altered in some way, whereas the 
application of critical point theory would require that M should not be 
changed but should be treated as the underlying space. At any rate so far 
any application of, say, the Morse inequalities (7, p. 85) has yielded only 
trivial results. 

Section 5 shows how the same effect may be brought about sometimes by 
modifications of different types, and the result is applied to give a solution 
of a problem of Bing (2) on the structure of 3-manifolds. 

In § 6 it is shown that any differentiable manifold of dimension not less 
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than 3 cobounds a simply connected manifold, while in § 7 a few results are 
given extending this to higher homology and homotopy groups. 

1. Spherical modifications. Throughout this discussion En and Sn will 
denote an w-dimensional cell and an ^-dimensional sphere, respectively, sub
scripts being used where necessary to distinguish between different copies of 
these sets. 

Let M be a differentiate manifold of dimension n, and let Sm be an ra-sphere 
homeomorphically and differentiably embedded in M. It is known that a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood B of Sm in M can be fibred by (n — m)-dimen
sional cells; B is then the normal bundle of Sm in M. If B can be expressed 
as the topological product Sm X En~m, Sm will be said to be directly embedded 
in M. In this case the frontier of B, or what is the same thing, the frontier 
of M—B is of the form Sm X 5w~m~1. The last product can, however, be 
identified with the frontier of a product of the type Em+1 X Sn~m~1. It follows 
at once that the union of M — B and Em+l X Sn~m~1, corresponding points on 
the frontiers of these sets being identified, can be made into a differentiable 
manifold M'. The transition from ikfto Mf is a modification (1). Modifications 
constructed in this particular way from directly embedded spheres will be 
called spherical modifications. To draw attention to the dimensions involved, 
the modification from M to M' described above will be called a modification 
of type (m, n — rn — l); it can easily be seen that the inverse operation, going 
from M' to ikf, is a spherical modification of type {n — m — 1, m). It will also 
sometimes be convenient to describe the modification from M to M' as a 
modification which shrinks Sm and introduces 5^-™-i. 

It is clear from the above description that the manifold M' contains a 
directly embedded sphere Sn~m~l and that M - Sm and M' - Sn"m-1 are, in 
a natural way, homeomorphic. This homeomorphism will be said to be induced 
by the modification. 

Still using the above notations, it is not hard to see that the result of a 
spherical modification does not depend essentially on the way in which B is 
fibred by cells transversal to Sm. This follows from the fact that every such 
fibring can be continuously deformed into a canonical fibring by cells made 
up from geodesic arcs normal to Sm, with respect to some Riemannian metric 
on M. Similarly, isotopic deformations of Sm will not affect the modifications. 
On the other hand the mode of expression of B as a product Sm X En~m, 
equivalent to the choice of a system of cross-sections of B, may be an essential 
factor in determining the result of the modification. Thus it is not in general 
possible to speak of the modification shrinking Sm unless reference is also 
made to the way in which B is written as a product. 

2. Cobounding manifolds. A differentiable manifold with boundary is a 
topological space M with a subspace Mx such that (1) Mi is a differentiable 
manifold; (2) each point of M — Mi has a neighbourhood homeomorphic to 
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an n-cell (n the same for each point) ; (3) each point of Mi has a neighbour
hood in M homeomorphic to a solid n-dimensional hemisphere, the base of 
the hemisphere corresponding to the part of the neighbourhood on Mi; and (4) 
the transition functions between one neighbourhood and another of the types 
just described are differentiate. When M and Mi are related in this way, Mi 
will be said to be the boundary of M, and Mi will be said to be a bounding 
manifold. In all this there is no need for the manifolds to be connected. Two 
differentiable manifolds Mi and M2 will be said to be cobounding if their 
union is a bounding manifold. 

In the case of orientable manifolds the idea of bounding can be made a 
bit stronger. If Mi is orientable it will be said to be an oriented bounding 
manifold if it is the boundary of an oriented manifold whose orientation induces 
a preassigned orientation of Mi. The set of all orientable manifolds is now 
taken as the set of generators of an additive abelian group. Each connected 
manifold is supposed to be given a preassigned orientation, and the minus 
sign denotes change of this orientation. The manifolds Mi and M2 are now 
said to be cobounding if Mi — M2 is an oriented bounding manifold. 

From the algebraic point of view, the notion of cobounding introduced at 
the beginning of this section can be described as cobounding modulo 2. 

The first main result to be proved is the following connection between the 
ideas of cobounding and of spherical modifications. 

THEOREM 1. Let Mi and M2 be two given compact differentiable manifolds, the 
question of orientation being for the moment ignored. Then Mi and M2 are 
cobounding if and only if each can be obtained from the other by a finite sequence 
of spherical modifications. 

Proof. The "if" part of the theorem will be established if it is shown that 
Mi and M2 cobound whenever one is obtained from the other by a single 
spherical modification, since the relation of cobounding is transitive. This will 
be proved now as part (a) of the proof, part (b) being the proof of the converse. 

(a) Suppose then that Mi is obtained from M2 by a spherical modification 
of type (r,n — r — 1), n being the dimension of the manifolds. Thus there 
are spheres ST and Sn~T~x contained respectively in Mi and M2, with normal 
bundles Bx = Sr X En~r and B2 = Er+1 X S"-'-1 in these manifolds such 
that Mi — Bi and M2 — B2 are homeomorphic. Assume now that Mi — Bi 
and M2 - B2 are identified with {Mi - Bx) X {0} and (Mi - Bx) X {1}, 
respectively, in the set (Mx — Bi) X / , where / is the unit interval 0 < t < 1. 
Form the union [(Mi — Bi) X I] ^J Bx VJ B2j Bi and B2 being inserted where 
they belong in (Mi — Bx) X {0} and (Mi — Bi) X {1} according to the 
identification just made. The subset BX\J B2KJ (FrBi X / ) in the space so 
constructed is an ^-sphere and so can be identified with the boundary of an 
(n + l)-cell En+1. Adding En+1 to [(Mi - Bi) X J] U BX\J B2 with suitable 
identifications on the boundaries, an (n + l)-dimensional manifold M is 
obtained, and can easily be adjusted along the boundary of En+1 so as to be 
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differentiable. Moreover, it is clear that the boundary of M is the union of 
M\ and ikf2. Thus M\ and ikf2 are cobounding manifolds as was to be shown, 

(b) The idea of the converse is as follows. Suppose M is a differentiable 
manifold with boundary, the boundary being the union of Mi and M\. It is 
to be shown that M2 can be obtained from Mi by a finite sequence of spherical 
modifications. To show this, M is first to be approximated by part of a real 
algebraic variety in iV-space in such a way that Mi and ikf2 are parts of the 
sections by the hyperplanes xN = 0 and xN = 1, respectively. This can be 
done in such a way that the family of hyperplanes xN = c, for 0 < c < 1, 
cuts the approximation of M in non-singular sections with just a finite number 
of exceptions, on each of which there is exactly one singular point at which 
the tangent cone is a non-degenerate quadric cone. Then it will be shown 
that the transition from one side of a singular section to the other is locally 
the same as the transition from negative to positive values of t in a family 
of quadrics 

n 

in w-space, and hence it will be verified that each such transition is carried 
out by means of a spherical modification. 

The details of the proof just sketched will now be worked out. In the first 
place M is to be embedded in a Euclidean iV-space EN, which can be done 
if N is large enough. Also it is clear that the embedding can be done in such 
a way that Mi and M\ lie in the hyperplanes xN = 0 and xN = 1, respectively, 
while the rest of M lies entirely between these hyperplanes. The algebraic 
approximation mentioned above could be made already at this stage, but to 
ensure that the approximating variety will have no points near M except 
those which are actually approximating points of M it is convenient to carry 
out the following additional construction. Take second copies in EN of M, 
Mu M2, respectively, namely M', Mi, M2

f, and suppose that Mi and M% 
lie in the hyperplanes xN = 0 and xN = 1, respectively, and that the rest of 
M' lies between these hyperplanes; also assume that M C\ M' = 0. M' can 
be constructed in this way by a translation in EN for example. In addition 
M and M' can be adjusted so that they cut the hyerplanes xN = 0 and 
xN = 1 orthogonally. By adding to M \J Mf sets homeomorphic to M1 X / 
and M2 X / , lying in the parts of EN where xN < 0 and xN > 1, respectively, 
a compact differentiable manifold M" can be constructed. M" has the property 
that there is a neighbourhood TJ of M in E^ such that U C\ Mn is homeo
morphic to M ; in fact it is equal to M with, so to speak, a narrow fringe 
added along Mi and M"2. Now it is known (4; 9) that there is a real algebraic 
variety V in EN with an isolated sheet approximating M" arbitrarily closely. 
This approximation is not only in the pointwise sense, but also the tangent 
linear varieties at corresponding points of M" and V approximate one another 
arbitrarily closely (4; 9). In particular it follows that M itself is approximated 
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arbitrari ly closely by the par t of V P\ U which lies between xN = 0 and 
xN = 1, while Mi and M 2 are approximated by the intersections of V P\ U 
with these hyperplanes. 

A t this stage it is convenient to make a change of notat ion, simply replacing 
M by its approximation. T h u s from now on in this proof it will be assumed 
t h a t M lies on a real algebraic variety V in EN and t h a t there is a neighbour
hood U of M such t h a t M is the par t oi V C\ U lying between the hyperplanes 
xN = 0 and xN = 1, while M i and M2 are the intersections of these hyper
planes with M. 

Some properties of an algebraic variety in relation to a pencil of hyperplane 
sections are now to be applied to the present situation. In the first place, if 
V is an algebraic variety in real projective space and II is a generic hyper
plane pencil only a finite number of members of II will contain the tangent 
linear variety a t some simple point of V, and each of these will contain the 
t angen t linear variety a t exactly one point of V. In addition, each of these 
finitely many points of contact for members of II is a generic point of V. This 
can all be proved as in (10, ch. 1). The fact t h a t V may not be non-singular 
makes no essential difference to the technique of the dual variety used there. 
Now choose homogeneous co-ordinates (xi, 1) in the space 
containing V such t ha t xN+i = 1 and the equations of the members of II are 
of the form x^ = constant , and also such tha t , if V is of dimension ra, the 
projection of V into the linear subspace xm + i = xm+2 = . . . = xN-i = 0 is 
one-one around a generic point. When this is done the equations of V (in 
affine form) will be 

/- j \ F(xi, X2, . . . , xm, XAO = 0 I 
Xi = X2, . . . , X m , X^v) 7 

where i = m + l , m + 2 , . . . , i V — 1, F being a polynomial and the Rf 

rational functions wi th coefficients which are real when F is a real variety. 
Also, making a shift of origin to one of the points a t which a member of II 
contains the tangent linear space to V, and remembering t ha t such a point is 
generic on V over the real numbers it tu rns out t h a t equations (1) can be 
wri t ten in the form 

/cy\ %N = J\?Cli ^2> • • • > %m) 

Xi £i\%lj ^2) • • • j %m) 

where i = m + 1, m + 2, . . . , N — 1, and the functions / and the gt are 
real analyt ic in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the origin. Also, since 
the new origin s tar ted off as a generic point of V the power series expansion 
for / around t h a t point is of the form 

m 

(3) / = S aijX&j + • • • 
i, j=l 

where the dots denote terms of order greater than two and the de te rminant 
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\a,ij\ is not zero. The linear terms are of course zero because the tangent linear 
variety to V at the origin is contained in xN = 0. 

Now in what has just been said the pencil II is generic, that is to say, 
the coefficients of the linear equations defining the axis of II are indeterminates 
over the real numbers. The conditions that the choice of II and of co-ordinates 
as above should not give equations for V of the type (2) and (3) at each of 
the points where a member of II contains the tangent linear variety is algebraic 
in these indeterminates. It follows that the coefficients of the equations of the 
axis of II can be given real values in such a way that the equations of V can 
be brought into the form described above. A final point is that, since the 
pencils which are unfavourable lie in an algebraic family, then whatever 
co-ordinate system is given in the space containing V, a linear change of 
co-ordinates with a matrix whose elements are arbitrarily close to those of the 
identity matrix will yield a co-ordinate system in which the equations of V 
can be written in the manner just described. 

The discussion just carried out is now to be applied to the variety V of 
dimension n + 1 introduced in the earlier part of this proof, namely the real 
variety containing the manifold with boundary M whose sections with xN = 0 
and xN = 1 are the manifolds Mi and ikf2 respectively. Then a small dis
placement of the given co-ordinate system will give a system with the following 
properties. There is a neighbourhood U of M such that the intersection of 
U C\ F with x^ = c is non-singular for all except a finite set of values ci, c2, . . . , 
ck of c; for each i, xN = ct intersects U C\ V in a section with exactly one 
singular point, say Pt\ if P* is taken as origin the equations of V can be 
written in the form (2) and (3) around Pz-. Since F was approximately ortho
gonal to xN = 0 and xN = 1 at points of M\ and ikf2 in terms of the original 
co-ordinates, and since the displacement of co-ordinates is supposed to be 
small, it follows that the intersections of xN = 0 and xN = 1 with U C\ F in 
the new co-ordinates are respectively homeomorphic to M\ and Af2. Again 
it is convenient to change the notation and simply to say that these inter
sections are M\ and Mi. 

To complete the proof of the theorem it will be shown that the transition 
from the intersection of U C\ V with xN = ct — e to its intersection with 
xN = ct -\- e, for some small positive e can be made by means of a spherical 
modification. To do this fix attention on one of the Pt and take it as origin. 
Then in a neighbourhood of the origin V will have equations of the type (2), 
with / of the form (3). With this new arrangement of the co-ordinates the 
section M(c) of M by the hyperplane xN = c, for sufficiently small c, will 
have equations in a neighbourhood of the origin of the form 

(4) ^ dijXiXj + <j) = c 

where <j> is a power series in the variables xx, x2, . . . , xn+i of order not less than 
three, along with further equations which express xn+2, xn+z, . . . , xN-i as 
analytic functions of Xi, x2, . . . , xn+i. By a linear change of the variables 
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Xi, x2, . . . , xn+i the quadratic terms in (4) can be diagonalized. Assuming 
that this has been done, (4) will be of the form 

n+l 

(5) ]£ axx\ + $ = c. 

Since <f> contains only terms of degree greater than two, a theorem of Samuel 
(5) shows that, for sufficiently small values of the variables, an analytic 
change of co-ordinates from Xi, x2, . . . , xn+1 to a new set y\, y2, . . . , yn+\ can 
be made by formulae of the type xt = yt + hi(y), where the ht are power 
series of order not less than two, in such a way that 

X ai** + 4> = X) aiyl 

By orthogonal projection from (xi, x2, . . . , x^-space into (xi, x2, . . . , xre+i)-
space followed by a change to the ^-co-ordinates it is then clear that a neigh
bourhood of the origin on V, that is to say on M, can be mapped analytically 
and homeomorphically on a neighbourhood of the origin in (yi, y2j . . . , yn+i)-
space, and the parts of the M(c) near the origin in TV-space will be mapped 
into the family of quadrics Q(c), o r a t least the parts of these quadrics near 
the origin, in (yu y2, . . . , yn+i)-space, where Q(c) has the equation 

n+l 

(6) X) aty2i = c-

Now it can be explicitly verified that if r+ 1 of the at in (6) are positive 
and the rest negative (none are zero) and if c0 is positive then the transition 
from Q(co) to Q(— CQ) can be made by a spherical modification of type 
(r, n — r + 1). In addition the homeomorphism induced by this modification 
can be constructed in a particular way. Namely, if small neighbourhoods, 
more precisely normal bundles, of the spheres 

T+l 

2 cay2i = co, yj = 0 (j > r + 2) 

on Q(CQ) and 
n+l 

Z) a&i = -co, yj = 0 (; < r + 1) 
i=r+2 

on Q(— Co) are removed (here it is assumed that ai, a2, . . . , a r + i are the 
positive at) then the corresponding points on the remaining sets of Q(co) and 
Q(— Co) are joined to each other by members of the family F of orthogonal 
trajectories to the family of Q(c). 

Returning to the variety V and more specifically to ikf, it has already 
been seen that y^ y2, . . . , 3/̂ +1 can be taken as a set of local analytic co
ordinates on M around the origin. Also the ordinary Euclidean metric in 
(yii y2, • • • , yn+i)-space induces a Riemannian metric on M in a neighbourhood 
of the origin. By means of a partition of unity a Riemannian metric can be 
set up on the whole of M so as to agree with this induced metric in a sufficiently 
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small neighbourhood of the origin on M. Then the image on M of the family 
F of orthogonal trajectories to the Q(c) can be extended to the family Ff of 
orthogonal trajectories to the family of sections M(c) of M, a t least in a 
neighbourhood of ikf(O). I t is thus clear tha t , for c0 sufficiently small and 
positive, if the images on M of the spheres on Q(co) and Q( — c0) mentioned 
above are removed, then the remaining sets on M(c0) and M( — Co) are 
homeomorphic, corresponding points being joined by members of the family 
Fr. Apar t from this the spherical modification carrying Q(CQ) into Q( — Co), in 
so far as it affects points near the origin, is carried into a similar modification 
taking M(co) into M( — c0). And this completes the proof of the theorem. 

I t is possible to give pa r t (a) of the above theorem a more precise form. 
Namely, if M2 is obtained from Mi by a single spherical modification, then 
the manifold M can be constructed in such a way t h a t Mi and M2 belong 
to a pencil of hyperplane sections of M containing exactly one singular section. 
In other words the given modification can be made to arise in the same way 
as the modifications shown to exist in par t (b) of the theorem. T o prove this, 
the cell En+l which appeared in the course of the proof of pa r t (a) mus t be 
constructed in a special way. For values of t such t ha t — 1 < / < 1, let Q(t) 
be the quadric hypersurface Xi2 + x2

2 + . . . + xr+i2 — xr+2
2 — . . . — xn+i2 = / 

in (n + l)-space. T h e section of Q(l) by the linear space xr+2 = xr+z = . . . 
= xn+i — 0 is an r-sphere Sr whose normal bundle of some convenient radius 
in Q(l) is a set BÎ homeomorphic to Sr X En~r, and so to B\ (in the notat ion 
of par t (a) of the above theorem). Const ruct the family of orthogonal trajec
tories F to the family Q(t). Then the set of points on curves of F meeting 
Q(l) a t points of Bi is an (n + l)-cell Ef(n+l). I t is clear tha t , apa r t from 
the curves of F s tar t ing a t points of Sr, all of which end a t the origin, all 
the members of F s tar t ing a t points of B\ reach Q( — 1) a t points in the normal 
bundle B2 of the sphere Sn~r~1 in which Q(— 1) is cut by the linear space 
Xi = x2 = . . . = xr+i — 0, and similarly the other way round. B2 is homeo
morphic to Sn~r~l X Er+l, t h a t is to say, to B2. Now, referring to the proof 
of pa r t (a) of the above theorem, it will be seen t h a t the frontier of En+l first 
appeared as the frontier of (Mi — Bi) XI with the sets Bx and B2 added 
in the appropr ia te way, Mx and M2 being identified with (Mi — £ i ) X {0} \JBi 
and (Mi - Bx) X {1} VJ B2} respectively. T h e frontiers of En+l and E'(n+1) 

are now to be identified. T o do this define a mapping / of the frontier of 
E'{n+i) onto t h a t of En+1 as follows: first/ is to be defined as a homeomorphism 
of BÎ onto Bi preserving the product s t ructure . Then if (p, t) is the point 
of parameter t ( tha t is, the point lying on Q(t)) on the curve of the family F 
which passes through p on Bi ,f(p, t) will be defined as the point (f(p), J — J/) 
in FrJ3i X I (this makes sense as f(p) is a lready defined). In p a r t i c u l a r / is 
now defined as a homeomorphism of FrB2 onto FrjB2, preserving the product 
s t ructure , and so it can be extended over the whole of B2, carrying this set 
homeomorphically onto B2. f is now defined on the whole of FrE/(n+l), and 
so can be extended to a homeomorphism of E'(n+1) onto E(n+l\ 
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Using the mapping / jus t defined, the family M(t) of sets will now be 
defined. For each t such t ha t — 1 < t < 1 set 

M(t) = f(Q(t) H £'<"+») U (Mi - Bx) X [s] 

where 5 = \ — \t. Then , for each t 9^ 0, M(t) is a manifold, and M(0) has 
a single isolated singular point corresponding to the vertex of the cone Q(0). 
In part icular M (I) = Mi and M(- 1) = Af2. 

If the family M(t) is in (xi, x2, . . . , x^-^-space , then the manifold M of 
par t (a) of Theorem 1 can be constructed in (xx, x2, . . . , xN)-space by taking 
it as the set whose intersection with xN = t is M(t). As the construction has 
been done here, M and the M(t) may not be dif ferent ia te , bu t they can clearly 
be arranged to be so by taking suitable precautions when the boundary of 
En+l and t h a t of (Mi — Bi) U 5 i W 5 2 are identified, and when the mapping 
/ is extended into the interior of E'{n+1). 

A further point to notice is the existence of a family F of curves on M 
consisting of the image under / of the orthogonal trajectories to the Q(t) 
lying in Ef{n+l) along with all the curves of the form {p\ X / for p in Mi — Bx. 
These curves have the following properties: 

(1) Exactly one of them passes through each point of M different from P , 
the image u n d e r / of the origin in (xi, x2, . . . , xw+i)-space. 

(2) The curves s tar t ing on Sr in Mi all end a t P ; so also do those which 
s ta r t a t points of Sn'r~l in M2. 

(3) T h e set of points on the members of F s tar t ing on Sr is an (r + l)-cell 
ET+l in M. T h u s Er+l is an (r + l)-cell in M with boundary Sr on Mi. Simi
larly there is an (n — r)-cell En~~r in M with boundary Sn~~r~~l on M2. 

Suppose tha t , in addition to the modification </> carrying Mi into M2, a 
second modification </>' is applied to ikf2, taking it into 7kT3, and suppose t h a t 
a manifold M' having M2 and ikf3 as its boundary and containing a family F' 
of curves with properties similar to (1), (2), and (3) above has been con
structed in the manner just described for M and F. Then M and M' can 
be joined together along M2, and if suitable precautions are taken the result 
will be a di f ferent ia te manifold. Also the families F and F' can be combined, 
each curve of F being joined to the curve of F' s tar t ing a t its end point on 
M2. Now it has been remarked tha t a displacement of the sphere shrunk in 
a modification does not affect the result, and so if <p' is of type (s, n — s — 1) 
with s < r it can always be arranged tha t the 5 s shrunk by <// does not meet 
the Sn~r~l introduced by $. I t follows t h a t the curves of Ff s tar t ing on Sn~r~~l 

can be added to En~r to give a larger (n — r)-cell in M VJ M' with its boundary 
in M3. A similar remark can be made concerning any sequence of modifications 
of suitable types. 

I t should be remarked here tha t , in the proof of par t (b) of the above 
theorem, there is an extreme case which may occur, corresponding fo the 
values — 1 or n for r. This arises when a section xN = c oî M has a singularity 
which is an isolated point. Although, strictly speaking this should be allowed as 
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a modification with the appropriate alteration to the statement of Theorem 1, 
it will turn out (cf. § 4, Theorem 4) that these extreme cases can be avoided 
by suitably transforming the manifold M. 

3. The oriented case. For the present purpose the most convenient way 
of fixing the orientation of a connected orientable differentiable manifold is 
by means of sets of local co-ordinates. Namely, having fixed a co-ordinate 
system in a neighbourhood U, a second system in U will be called positively 
or negatively oriented according as the Jacobian of the co-ordinate trans
formation is positive or negative. For a connected orientable manifold there 
is a covering by co-ordinate neighbourhoods with co-ordinates chosen so 
that, in the overlap of any two of the neighbourhoods the Jacobian of the 
corresponding co-ordinate transformation is positive. If the restriction to U 
of any one of these co-ordinate systems is positively oriented then the whole 
collection of local co-ordinate systems defines on the manifold the orientation 
induced by the fixed system in U. 

The following lemmas prepare the way for the main result of this section. 

LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a connected orientable differentiable manifold in Euclidean 
N-space, and let H be a hyperplane such that H C\ M is a connected differ entiable 
manifold. Then II C\ M is orientable. 

Proof. Local co-ordinates can be taken on M in a neighbourhood U of a 
point of H Pi M in such a way that, if the Euclidean co-ordinates have been 
arranged so that H has the equation xN = 0, then xN is one of the local 
co-ordinates. It is clear then that xN can be included among the local co
ordinates around every point of H C\ M, and so the orientation induced on M 
by the selected co-ordinate system in U automatically defines an orientation 
on H r\ Mj which is therefore orientable. 

COROLLARY. If M is an orientable differ entiable manifold with a connected 
boundary which is also a differentiable manifold, then this boundary is also 
orientable. 

Proof. For the given manifold can be so arranged that the boundary is a 
hyperplane section. 

In the above lemma it should be noted (and this observation also applies 
to the corollary) that, if H C\ M is not connected, orientability holds for 
each of the connected components separately. 

LEMMA 3.2. Let M and Mf be connected orientable differentiable manifolds 
having a common boundary which is a connected differentiable manifold M\. 
Then M \J M' is orientable. 

Proof. Embed M and M' in iV-space so that M is in the set xN < 0 and M' 
in the set xN > 0, M\ thus being the section of M VJ M' by % = 0. It is 
then easy to see that local co-ordinates in M \J M' can be chosen around 
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each point of Mi so t h a t xN is always included as one of the co-ordinates, 
while the rest of M VJ M' can be covered by co-ordinate neighbourhoods in 
M and M' separately. Since M and M' are orientable and M\ is connected it 
follows a t once t h a t the co-ordinates can be chosen in each of these neigh
bourhoods so t h a t an orientation is defined on M U M' as required. 

L E M M A 3.3. Let Mi be a connected orientable differentiable n-manifold, and 
let M\ be obtained from Mi by a spherical modification of type (r, n — r — 1) 
with r not equal to 0 or n — 1. Then M2 is orientable. 

Proof. Suppose t ha t the modification in question shrinks the sphere Sr with 
normal bundle B\ in M\. Then M\ — B\ isan oriented manifold with a con
nected boundary. Also B2 (the set to be added to Mi — Bi in the modification) 
is oriented with the same connected boundary . Then by Lemma 3.2 
M2 = (Mi — J5i) VJ B2 is orientable. 

The condition on r in the last lemma cannot be dropped. For it is possible 
for a (0, n — 1)- or (n — 1, 0)-modification to change the orientabili ty or 
otherwise of a manifold, as, for example, in the case of a (0,1)-modification 
applied to the surface of a sphere to make it into a Klein surface. Of course 
there are two ways in which a (0, 1)-modification can be applied to a sphere, 
the one giving a torus and the other a Klein surface. A similar si tuation holds 
in general. For the effect of a (0, n — 1)-modification on a manifold Mi is 
to remove two disjoint w-cells from Mi (namely the normal bundle of the 
S° to be shrunk) and to identify the points of the two {n — l )-spheres which 
are their boundaries. Clearly there are essentially two different ways of making 
this identification, and if M\ is orientable one of these ways will give an 
orientable M2 and the other a non-orientable one. If the (0, n — ^-modifica
tion carries an orientable manifold into another orientable manifold, then 
the modification itself will be said to be orientable. 

The following theorem now gives the necessary complement to Theorem 1 
for the case of orientable manifolds. 

T H E O R E M 2. Let Mi and M2 be two orientable differentiable manifolds. Then, 
with suitable orientations of their connected components, they cobound in the 
oriented sense if and only if they are related by a finite sequence of spherical 
modifications of which each modification of type (0, n — 1) or (n — 1, 0) is 
orientable. 

Proof. If Mi and M2 cobound in the oriented sense, then, by definition, 
their union consti tutes the boundary of an orientable manifold M, and the 
orientat ions of the various components of Mi and M2 are supposed to be 
those induced by some selected orientation of M. As in Theorem 1, I f is to 
be taken as pa r t of a real algebraic var ie ty in TV-space such t h a t Mi and M2 

are the sections of M by the hyperplanes xN = 0 and xN = 1, while the rest 
of M lies between these hyperplanes. Also jus t a finite number of the hyper
planes xN = c are to cut M in singular sections, each with exactly one singular 
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point as in Theorem 1. By Lemma 3.1 and the remark following it, each 
hyperplane xN = c, except those cut t ing singular sections, cuts M in a differ-
entiable manifold whose components are orientable,with orientat ions induced 
by t h a t of M. I t follows a t once, by considering sections on either side of a 
singular section corresponding to a (0, n — 1)- or (n — 1, 0)-modification 
t h a t each such modification must be orientable (noting t h a t this terminology 
makes sense whether the modification affects one component only or has the 
effect of joining two components together, for these components all have well 
defined orientat ions) . This completes the proof in one direction. 

T o prove the converse, let M 2 be obtained from M i by a sequence of 
spherical modifications in which each of type (0, n — 1) or (n — 1, 0) is 
orientable. Here it is assumed t h a t the components of M i are given preassigned 
orientat ions. Then Lemma 3.3 along with the assumed orientabil i ty of the 
(0, n — 1)- and (n — 1, 0)-modifications ensures tha t , as each modification is 
performed, the result is orientable with a natural ly induced orientat ion on 
each component . T h e final result is supposed to be M 2 with suitable orienta
tions on its components . T h e object now is to show t h a t M, constructed as 
in Theorem 1, pa r t (a), is orientable, and t h a t it can be oriented in such a 
way t h a t the correct orientat ions are induced on the components of M i and 
M2. Clearly it is sufficient to carry out the proof in the case where Mi and M 2 

are related by one spherical modification. 

Consider then the construction of M in the proof of Theorem 1, par t (a). If 
the modification in question is of type (r, n — r — 1) with r not 0 or n — 1 
it may as well be assumed t h a t Mi is connected, since such a modification 
will affect jus t one component . Then , in the notat ion of pa r t (a) of Theorem 1, 
(Mi — Bi) X / is orientable and it is not hard to see t h a t its frontier along 
with Bi and B2 will make up an oriented Sn, the orientat ion induced by t h a t 
of (Mi - Bi) X / . I t follows a t once t h a t when the cell En+1 is added to 
form M the lat ter will be orientable and its orientat ion will induce t h a t of 
M i and M 2 . In the case of a (0, n — 1)-modification, assumed orientable, 
this assumption turns out to be exactly wha t is wanted to ensure t ha t 
(FnBi X / ) \J Bi VJ B2 will be an oriented n-sphere, M i and M 2 having been 
suitably oriented. Then as before the addit ion of an (n + l)-cell gives an 
orientable manifold as required. 

4. R e a r r a n g e m e n t of m o d i f i c a t i o n s . In general there is no guarantee 
t h a t the members of a sequence of modifications can be commuted among 
themselves, for the spheres introduced by the earlier modifications may inter
sect those to be shrunk in the later ones and it may be impossible to disentangle 
them. There are, however, certain ways in which the order of a sequence of 
modifications can be changed, and these will be examined in this section. 

T H E O R E M 3. Let M\ and M 2 be n-dimensional differential manifolds related 
by a sequence of spherical modifications of types (n — p — 1, p) for various 
values of p not less than r. Then the order of these modifications can be changed 
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in such a way that all the (n — r — 1, r) -modifications are done last {Mi being 
counted as the initial state). 

Proof. The assumption on p is vacuous if r is zero, bu t otherwise the proof 
in this case is the same. The situation of § 2 will be assumed to hold here, in 
part icular as described in the remarks a t the end of the section following the 
proof of Theorem 1. Namely, M\ and Mi will be assumed to form the boundary 
of a d i f ferent ia te manifold M in iV-space, and in fact to be the sections of M 
by the hyperplanes xN = 0 and 1, the rest of M lying between these. And 
among the sections of M by the family xN = c there are to be finitely many 
with a singularity, each corresponding to a spherical modification. I t will 
also be assumed for the moment t ha t none of these singular sections has an 
isolated point corresponding to an ^-sphere which shrinks to a point and 
vanishes as the section xN = c varies from c = 0 to c = 1. This restriction 
will be removed later (cf. Theorem 4). The section of M by xN = t is to be 
denoted by M(t), and as in § 2 there is to be a family F of curves in M cut t ing 
across the non-singular M(t) transversally. 

Star t ing from Mi let <£ be the first modification of type (n — r — 1, r) , 
corresponding to a section M{c) of M with a singularity a t the point P. Then , 
as remarked in § 2, it can be assumed t ha t the spheres shrunk in later modifi
cations do not meet the members of F which meet the r-sphere introduced 
by <j), since all other modifications are of type (n — p — 1, p) with p > r. T h e 
points of all the curves of F s tar t ing a t P and lying in the par t of M for which 
xN > c form an (r + l)-cell Er+l with boundary Sr contained in M2. The idea 
of this proof is to deform the family M(t) in a neighbourhood of Er+1, so 
obtaining a new family of submanifolds, some with singularities. M is then 
to be deformed so t h a t this new family becomes a pencil of hyperplane sections, 
a finite number being singular. These singular sections will correspond to a 
sequence of spherical modifications leading from Mi to M2l and it will tu rn 
out t ha t the modifications are all the same as those in the given sequence, 
bu t t h a t <j> now appears last. 

The details of the idea just sketched will now be filled in. There is a neigh
bourhood U oî P on M which is the homeomorphic image, under a m a p p i n g / , 
of a neighbourhood of the origin on the quadric Q in (n + 2)-space with the 
equation 

o o 2 2 2 

z = 3>i + y<i + . . . + yr+i - yr+2 - . . . — yn+\. 

By means of this mapping the section M {c + t) of M is locally identified 
with the section Q(f) of Q given by z = t (cf. the end of § 2, with the appro
priate changes of notat ion) . Also under this homeomorphism / the sphere 
introduced by the modification 0 is the image of the sphere on Q given by 
3>i2 + 3>22 + • • . + yr+i2 = z, yr+2 = 0, . . . , yn+i = 0, for some sufficiently 
small z > 0, and the family F restricted to U is the image of the family of 
orthogonal trajectories to the Q(t) in a neighbourhood of the origin. 
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T h e next s tep is to construct a neighbourhood in M of the set Er+1 in a 
ra ther special way. First , in the neighbourhood [/, t ake the smaller neigh
bourhood/(C/o) , image u n d e r / of the set in Q defined by the inequalities 

\z\ < e, y2
T+2 + yl+z + . . . + yn+i < 5 

for sufficiently small positive e and 8. I t is not hard to see t h a t UQ is an 
(n + l)-cell wi th boundary consisting of the following three se ts : 

(1) T h e pa r t of z = — e on Q such t h a t 

n + l 

r+2 

(2) T h e set \z\ < e satisfying 

n+1 

r+2 

This is homeomorphic to 5 r X S71-7"-1 X / . 

(3) T h e pa r t of z = e on Q with 

£ yï < ». 
?•+2 

This is homeomorphic to 5 r X En~T. 
T h e image of the set (3) u n d e r / is a neighbourhood B0 of 5 0

r in M(c + e), 
5o r being the sphere introduced by <t>. If B0 is small enough all the curves of 
F meeting it can be continued up to M2; let Bi be the set of points on all 
these curves. Then define B as the union of B\ and f{Uo). Clearly B is a 
neighbourhood in M of ET+1 and is an (n + l )-cel l |with boundary consisting 
of the sets : 

(1) ' T h e image u n d e r / of the set (1) above. 

(2) ' T h e union of the image u n d e r / of (2) above with the set of points on 
curves of F meeting FrI?o on M(c + e). 

(3) ' B r\M. 
Note t h a t the set (2)' , like (2), is homeomorphic to ST X S71-*-1 X / . In 

(2) I is identified wi th the interval \z\ < e, and in (2) ' wi th the interval 
c — e < t < 1, t being the parameter specifying the sections M{t). 

T h e switching of the order of modifications so t h a t </> comes last is carried 
ou t by constructing a new mapping g of Z7o in Q into M, this t ime mapping 
it onto the whole of B. This mapping will be defined by identifying the sets 
(1), (2), and (3) on the frontier of U with the sets ( l ) r , (2) ; , and (3) ' on the 
frontier of B, and then extending into the interiors of these sets. 

T h e mapping g : F r Uo —> FrB is defined as follows : 
(a) T h e restriction of g to the set (1) is to coincide w i t h / . 
(b) g is to m a p (2) onto (2) ' . I t has been noted t h a t bo th sets are homeo

morphic, and in a natura l way, to Sr X 5 w _ r _ 1 X / . g will be defined by giving 
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a homeomorphism h of the interval / in (2), namely — e < z < e, and the 
interval / in (2)', namely c — e < t < 1. h is to be defined in such a way 
t h a t the interval — e < z < 0 is mapped on the interval c— e < / < 1 — 77, 
where 77 is chosen so t h a t all the sections M{t) with t > 1 — 77 are homeo-
morphic to M2 . Apar t from this condition h can be arbi t rary . 

(c) g as defined in (a) and (b) is to be extended in the obvious way to m a p 
the set (3) on the set (3)'. 

Finally, since t/0 and B are in + 1)-cells, g can be extended into the interior 
of UQ to give a homeomorphism of UQ onto B. 

T o define a new sequence of modifications relating Mi and M2j construct 
a family M'if) of subsets of Af as follows: 

For t < c - e, ikf'(0 = Af(/). 
For c — e < t < 1 — 77, M'(£) is the union of the par t of M(t) outside B 

with g(Q(h-l(t)) r\ UQ). 
For / > 1 - 77, j|f'(*) = Af(*). 
The Mf (t) as so defined may not be di f ferent ia te b u t can be made so (apar t 

from a finite number each of which will have one singularity) by a suitable 
adjustment , or by a suitable definition of g in the first place. Define M' to 
be the set in (xi, x2, . . . , xN+i) -space such t h a t M if) is the section by xN+i — t 
{M of course is supposed to be in (xi, x2, . . . , xN) -space). In par t icular 
ikf'(O) = Mi and M'(I) = M2, and so Mi and M2 cobound the new manifold 
M', which, incidentally, is clearly homeomorphic to M. 

Consider now the set of modifications corresponding to the singular members 
of the family Mr(t). For t < 1 — 77, the only singular M' (t)s are those corre
sponding to all the original modifications relating Mi and M2 except 4>. 
M'(l — 77) is a singular section of M' corresponding to a (n — r — 1, ^ - m o d i 
fication <t>'. And there are no further modifications. 

4>f can be thought of as the modification <j> shifted to the end of the sequence 
of modifications. T o complete the proof of the theorem, each (n — r — 1, r)-
modification is to be shifted to the end in this way, and this can be done in 
a finite number of steps as above. 

There are a number of remarks and corollaries connected with the theorem 
jus t proved. In the first place it mus t be emphasized t h a t M', as constructed 
in the course of the proof, is homeomorphic to M ; this point is of importance 
in certain applications where the main object of interest is not the pair of 
manifolds Mi and M2 b u t the manifold M which they bound. Another point is 
t h a t 4> was taken as the first (n — r — 1, r) -modification s tar t ing from Mi. 
I t is qui te clear however t h a t Mi and M2 could be replaced by two inter
mediate sections M± and M2 of M, when the same method of proof would 
show t h a t any (n — r — 1, r) -modification can be moved to any later stage 
in the sequence of modifications leading from Mi to M2. 

An essential result which must now be obtained is the possibility of removing 
the restriction imposed in Theorem 1, t h a t no section of M by a hyperplane 
xN = c should have an isolated point. 
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T H E O R E M 4. Let Mi and M2 cobound M, these manifolds being arranged as 
in Theorem 1 in Euclidean N-space, singular sections by hyper planes xN — c 
corresponding to spherical modifications leading from Mx to M2. Then the em
bedding of M can be done in such a way that no section by a hyperplane xN — c 
has an isolated point. 

Proof. Proceeding from Mi to M2 let M(c) (notat ion of Theorem 1) be the 
last section of M with an isolated point P corresponding to a vanishing 
sphere. T h a t is to say M(c) has the isolated point P and for small e M(c — e) 
has a small isolated sphere near P , while M(c + e) has no points near P. 
Varying t from c downwards, the n-sphere introduced a t P becomes joined to 
some other component of a section of i f by a (0, n — 1)-modification (possibly 
after some modifications have been applied to the sphere itself). Let <fi be the 
inverse of this (0, n — 1)-modification, corresponding to a singular section 
M(d) of M, and then, for a sufficiently small e, apply Theorem 3 to the par t 
of M between M{c! — e) and M(c — e). T h e result is t h a t it can be assumed 
tha t , in the sequence of modifications leading from Mi to M2, the last modifi
cation before the vanishing of the ^-sphere a t P is an [n — 1, 0)-modification 
which isolates t h a t sphere. This modification will still be called <£, and the 
corresponding singular section of M will be M(d). 

For / near cf bu t less than it, M{t) contains an {n — l ) -sphere Sn~~1(t) which 
is to be shrunk by the modification 4>. T h e par t of M{f) on one side of Sn~l{f) 
is an w-cell En(t). As t tends to d, En{t) closes up to form an n-sphere, and 
M if), for c' < t < c, contains this detached sphere Sn(t) which shrinks to a 
point as t tends to c. I t is clear tha t , for a sufficiently small positive e, the union 
of all the En(t) for d - e < t < c' and all the Sn(t) for d < t < c is an 
(n + l)-cell En+1, having on its boundary the n-ce\\ En formed by the union 
of all the Sn-1(t) for d - e < t < d (S71'1^) reduces to a point for / = d). 
En+l is homeomorphic to a solid in + l)-dimensional hemisphere, En corre
sponding to the solid n-sphere forming the base, and so, corresponding to 
the fibring of the hemisphere by concentric ^-dimensional hemispheres, En+1 

can be fibred by a family of ?z-cells Ein(t) such t h a t Sn~l(t) is the frontier 
of Ein{t). 

Now define the family M'(t) of subsets of M as follows: 

M'{t) = M{t) for t < d - e; 

M;(t) = (M(t) - En(T)) VJ Ein(t) for d - e < t < d\ 

Mf(t) = M(t) - Sn{t) for d < / < c; 

M'{t) = M {t) îort > c. 

Having done this, let M' be the set in (N + l)-space such t h a t M'(t) is 
its section by the hyperplane xN+i = t. I t is clear t h a t M' can be adjusted 
to become a d i f fe rent ia te manifold, and t h a t Mi and M2 will form its boundary . 
T h e singular sections of M' by members of the pencil xN+i = c correspond to 
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a sequence of spherical modifications leading from Mi to M2. These modifica
tions are the same as the original ones (corresponding to the singular sections 
of M) with the exception t h a t 0 has now dropped out, and the section corre
sponding to the isolated point a t P is no longer there. By means of a finite 
number of steps as jus t described, all singular sections with isolated points 
can be removed. 

In connection with the proof of this theorem it should be noted t h a t the 
manifold Mf is homeomorphic to M. 

T h e results of Theorems 3 and 4 can now be combined to give a stronger 
form of Theorem 1. 

T H E O R E M 5. Let the n-dimensional differentiable manifolds Mi and M2 form 
the boundary of the differentiable manifold M. Then M can be embedded in 
N-space, for sufficiently large N, as part of a real algebraic variety, M lying 
entirely between the hyperplanes xN = 0 and xN = 1. Only a finite number of 
sections by hyperplanes xN = c (0 < c < 1) will have singular points, one point 
on each such section, and none of these singular points will be an isolated point 
of the section in question. Finally the embedding can be arranged in such a way 
that, in the sequence of modifications leading from Mi to M2, corresponding to 
the singular sections of M, all the (r, n — r — 1)-modifications come before the 
(s, n — s — 1)-modifications for each pair of integers r, s with r < s. 

Proof. The first par t of the theorem is simply Theorem 1. The absence 
of isolated points on the singular sections of M can be brought about by 
Theorem 4, and the ordering of the modifications according to type can be 
done by repeated application of Theorem 3. 

A further point to notice in connection with the last theorem is t ha t the 
modifications of any one type can be rearranged freely among themselves. For 
consider the modifications of type (r, n — r — 1) with 2r < n (this inequali ty 
imposes no restriction since in the contrary case one can look a t the sequence 
of modifications the other way round, s tar t ing from M2). Repeated application 
of Theorem 3 will rearrange these modifications in any preassigned way. T h e 
question of identifying the modifications as they are permuted is settled by 
noting tha t , since 2r < n, there is a set of disjoint r-spheres each to be shrunk 
by one of the modifications, and the modifications can be named according 
to the sphere shrunk. 

Theorem 5 is a generalization of a well-known result concerning orientable 
3-manifolds. Let M be an orientable 3-manifold with boundary formed by 
Mi and M2, arranged as in Theorem 5; no generality is lost here since a 3-
manifold can be tr iangulated and then smoothed to give a differentiable 
manifold. T h e only modifications leading from Mi to M2 as in Theorem 5 
will be of types (0, 1) and (1 ,0 ) , all those of the former type being done 
first. If now M is a closed manifold, it can be assumed to be contained between 
the hyperplanes xN — 1 + e and xN = —• e, for small positive e, while the 
sections of M by the hyperplanes xN = 1 and xN = 0 will be 2-spheres M2 
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and Mu boundaries of 3-cells E2 and E1 which lie respectively in the sets 
1 < xN < 1 + e and — e < xN < 0. Theorem 5 then implies that M is 
obtained by applying (0,1)-modifications to the surfaces of E\ and E2j filling 
the surfaces in as one goes to obtain two solids, whose boundaries are then 
identified. Since M is orientable, all the (0,1)-modifications are of orientable 
type (Theorem 2), and so the solids obtained are solid spheres with handles. 
That is to say the manifold M is constructed by taking the union of two solid 
handled spheres (necessarily of the same genus) and identifying their bound
aries (6, p. 219). 

Clearly Theorem 5 gives a similar way of constructing a non-orientable 
3-manifold. In this case, however, at least one of the modifications applied 
to the surfaces Mi and M2 must be of non-orientable type. Thus the two 
solids which are to be put together to form M must each have at least one 
handle twisted (in the manner of the Klein surface). 

To formulate Theorem 5 as a generalization of this classical result on 
3-manifolds, a generalized handled sphere can be defined as an (n + 1)-
dimensional solid obtained from a solid (n + 1)-sphere by applying to its 
surface (r, n — r — l)-modifications, with r < n — r — 1, filling out the 
surface at each stage to form an (n + 1)-solid. Then Theorem 5 implies that 
any differentiate (n + 1)-manifold can be expressed as the union of two 
generalized handled spheres with boundaries identified. In particular if M 
is orientable, all the (0, n — 1)-modifications involved will be of orientable 
type. 

5. Complementary modifications. Let Mi be a differentiable w-mani-
fold and let Sr be a directly embedded r-sphere to be shrunk by a spherical 
modification </>. Suppose also that ST is the boundary of an (r + l)-cell non-
singularly and differentiably embedded in M±. When Bi = Sr X En~r is 
removed from Mi, the remaining set will contain an (r + l)-cell EiT+l with 
boundary Sr X {p} for some p Ç 5w" f-1 = FrEn~r. When B2 = E2

r+1 X Sn-r~l 

is added to make the modification 0, E2
r+l joins up with EiT+l to form a 

sphere Sr+l in M2. 5 r + 1 is not necessarily directly embedded in M2, but a 
sufficient condition for direct embedding is that the natural (the precise 
meaning of this overworked word in this context is explained below) product 
structure of the normal bundle of Er+1 in Mi should induce the product 
structure on Bx associated with the modification 0. If this condition is satis
fied, a second modification </>' can be performed, shrinking ST+l and transforming 
M2 into a manifold Mz. 

LEMMA 5.1. Under the conditions just described Mi and M% are homeomorphic. 

Proof. A normal neighbourhood (union of normal geodesic elements) of 
Er+1 in Mi is an n-cel\ Ein, and it can be assumed that, in the modification 0 
carrying Mi into M2, the complement of Ei in M\ is left unchanged. In the 
proof of this lemma, therefore, nothing is lost if Mi — Ei is replaced by a 
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second n-cell E2 so that Ex
n \J E2 is an w-sphere. The modifications are to 

be carried out on this sphere in such a way that E2 is left unchanged, that 
is to say, so that a neighbourhood of some point is left unchanged. 

At this stage the phrase used above, "natural product structure" in a 
neighbourhood of Er+1, can be explained. The idea is that, when Mi — Einis 
replaced by E2 to form the sphere Sn = Ex

n VJ E2
n, and then when the neigh

bourhood Bi of Sr is removed, the remainder of Sn will be a product Eir+1 X 5 n _ r _ 1 

having the cell Eir+1 as one of its cross-sections. The normal neighbourhood 
of Er+1 will then be the product Er+1 X U, where U is a cellular neighbourhood 
on Sn~r~1

1 with Bi added on. 
The proof of the lemma will now be completed by performing the modifi

cations cj> and $', related as described above, on the ^-sphere Sn, and showing 
that the final result is again Sn. 

Sn can be written as Bi \J (E/+ 1 X S*"7"-1) = (Sr X En~r) W (E1
r+1XSn-r-1)1 

where the boundaries of the two products are identified. A point (p, q) is to 
be selected in the interior of (Ei r+1 X S%_r"'1)> and it is to be checked that 
at each stage a neighbourhood of (p, q) is left invariant. The modification <£ 
replaces 5 i by a product E2

T+1 X 5%_r~1. Thus, with the boundaries of the 
products identified, M2 = (Eir+1 X 5n-r~1) \J (E2

r+1 X 5w-r~1). It is clear 
that a neighbourhood of (p, q) has been left invariant here. Also the identifi
cation of the boundaries of the products is such that M2 is homeomorphic 
to ST+1 X Sn-r-K Now S71'"-1 can be written as a union Ef-T~l U E2

n-r~l of 
two cells, with q in the interior of E2~~r~l. Thus, the boundaries of the 
products being identified, M2 = (Sr+1 X Ein- r"1) U (5 r + 1 X E2

n-r~l), and the 
first product is the normal bundle of Sr+1. Thus <t>r consists in replacing this 
product by (Er+2 X Sn~r~2), and the result is Sn; also in the process a neigh
bourhood of (p, q) is left invariant, and so the proof is completed. 

If the situation described in the above lemma holds, the modification <// 
will be called complementary to <£. 

One case in which this situation will always hold is where 0 is a (0, n — 1)-
modification of orientable type. Thus if only the result of a sequence of 
modifications is of interest (and not the manifold bounded by the initial and 
final states) every orientable (0, n — 1)-modification can be replaced by a 
{n — 2, l)-modification. 

An important special case of this result is obtained by taking Mi to be an 
orientable 3-dimensional manifold. According to Thorn's theory of cobounding 
manifolds, Mi is the boundary of an orientable 4-dimensional manifold. Hence, 
by Theorem 2, Mi can be obtained from a 3-sphere M2 by a sequence of 
(0, 2)-, (1, 1)-, and (2, 0)-modifications, those of types (0, 2) and (2,0) all 
being orientable. By the result just obtained, the modifications of types (0, 2) 
and (2,0) can all be replaced by modifications of type (1, 1). Translating 
into simple geometrical language the meaning of a (1,1)-modification, the 
following theorem is proved, giving an affirmative answer to a problem of 
Bing (2): 
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T H E O R E M 6. Any orientable 3-manifold can be obtained from a S-sphere by 
removing a finite number of disjoint tori and refilling the resulting holes by tori 
with suitable identification of the boundary surfaces. 

6. Ki l l ing t h e f u n d a m e n t a l g r o u p . T h e object of this section is to show 
t h a t a manifold which is orientable and of dimension n can always be carried 
into a simply connected manifold by a finite sequence of spherical modifica
tions of type (1, n — 2). This having been done, the next section will show 
how, under certain conditions, this process can be extended to one which 
will kill all the homotopy, or w h a t in this context is the same thing, the 
homology groups up to the dimension n — 1. 

T h e results of this section will be obtained by comparing the fundamental 
groups of two orientable w-dimensional manifolds Mi and M2 which are 
related by a single spherical modification <j> of type (r, n — r — 1) (necessarily 
orientable in case r = 0 or n — 1). As in §2, M\ and M2 together will con
s t i tu te the boundary of an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold M which can be 
assumed to lie on an (n + 1)-dimensional real algebraic var ie ty in Euclidean 
A7-space. I t is convenient here to arrange the co-ordinates in such a way t h a t 
Mi and M2 are, respectively, the sections of M by the hyperplanes xN = — 1 
and xN = 1, while xN = 0 is the singular section of M corresponding to the 
modification leading from Mi to i f 2. T h e singular point P of this section 
can be taken as origin. As in § 2 there will be a family F of curves cu t t ing 
transversally across the sections of M by the hyperplanes xN = c, except 
a t P. T h e members of the family F passing through P form two cells Er+1 

and En~T, the former lying in the set xN < 0 and having as its boundary the 
sphere Sr in Mi shrunk by the modification <fi, while the la t ter lies in xN > 0 
and has as its boundary the sphere S w _ r _ 1 in M2 introduced by <j>. 

T h e most convenient way of comparing the fundamental groups of M\ and 
M2 is to compare them both with t h a t of Mo, the section of M by xN = 0. Th is 
will be done by means of the two mappings ft : Mt —» M 0 (i = 1,2) defined 
by sett ing fi(p) equal to the point on Mo and on the curve of F through p. 
These are continuous mappings (10, ch. I I ) , and so induce homomorphisms 
/**: iri(Mi) —» 7ri(Mo) {i = 1,2). Here wi denotes the fundamental group, and 
in the meant ime Mi and M2 will be assumed to be connected. T h e following 
lemma will now be proved. 

L E M M A 6.1. (1) For 1 < r < n — l , / i * is an isomorphism onto. 

(2) For r = 1, / 1 * is onto and its kernel is generated by the image of TTI(S') in 
TTI(MI) induced by the inclusion mapping. 

(3) For r = 0, / 1 * is an isomorphism into. 

Proof. Let a b e a closed pa th on M \ beginning and ending a t a base point 
p on 5 r , and suppose t h a t fi(a) is nomotopic to a cons tan t on Mo with respect 
to the fixed base point P = fi(p). I t is clear then t h a t a is homotopic to a 
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constant on M with respect to the fixed base point p. T h a t is to say, there 
is a continuous mapping h of a 2-cell E2 into M such t h a t the restriction 
of h to the circumference S1 of E2 coincides with a (Sl is being identified with 
a line segment with ends joined; this is really a description of free homotopy, 
bu t for the present purpose no distinction need be made) . Now h can be 
assumed to be an algebraic mapping. This is done by noting tha t , under the 
given h, co-ordinates in the ambient iV-space are given as continuous functions 
of the co-ordinates in a 2-space containing E2. Approximating these functions 
by polynomials and then projecting normally into M the required result is 
obtained (4). At the same time h can be adjusted so t h a t h(E2), now a piece 
of algebraic surface in M, bears a simple relation to Er+l and En~r, which can 
themselves be assumed to be pieces of algebraic subvarieties of M. Namely, 
it can be assumed tha t , iî 0 < r < n — 1, h(E2) meets Er+1 U En~r in a t most 
finitely many points, while if r = 0 or n — 1 the intersection may also include 
some arcs of algebraic curves. These cases will now be considered in more 
detail . 

First take the case where 0 < r < n — 1. When the adjus tments described 
above have been made it can be assumed t h a t there is a t most a finite set 
P i , Poy • • • , Pm of points in the interior of E2 such t h a t h(Pi) is on Er+1 or 
En~T. If the adjus tment to h is sufficiently small the new pa th a will of course 
be nomotopic to the original one. I t can also clearly be arranged t h a t exactly 
one point q of the boundary 5 1 of E2 is mapped on p by h. Now let U be a 
small preassigned neighbourhood of P in M, and let W be the point-set 
union of all the curves of the family F which meet U. I t is not hard to see 
t h a t W is a neighbourhood of Er+1 U En~r in M. Since h is continuous it 
follows t h a t there are neighbourhoods U\, Ui, . . . , Um of P i , P2, . . . , Pm in 
E2, which can in fact be assumed to be non-overlapping circular discs, such 
t h a t for each i, h(Ui) C W. From q draw an arc fii to some point on the 
circumference of U u for each i, arranging t ha t the fii do not meet each other 
except a t q. Let (3 be the closed pa th on E2 s tar t ing a t q and going along fiu 

round the circumference of Ui and back along /3t for each i in turn . This can 
be done so t ha t 0 is nomotopic on E2 — KJ Ut to the pa th which makes a 
single circuit of S1. I t then follows t ha t a = h(/3) is a pa th on M nomotopic 
in M — ET+l — En~r to a, with respect to the fixed base point p. In fact the 
deformation of a into a is carried out in M — W, with possibly a small 
neighbourhood of p added on. But , making use of the family F of curves, it 
can be seen t h a t Mi — (Mi P\ W), along with a small neighbourhood of p, 
is a deformation re t ract of this set (cf. (10), p . 17), and from this it follows 
t h a t a is homotopic in Mu with respect to the base point p, to the pa th g (a), 
where g maps a point t of M — W on the end point, on Mif of the curve 
of F through /. g (a) is a product of pa ths of the type 7 ta ty f1 where 7 * = gh(l3i), 
and the at are closed pa ths in a small neighbourhood of Sr, a neighbourhood 
which can be assumed to be a product of Sr by a cell. Since r > 0, an easy 
transformation makes the yt into closed pa ths based on p. 
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Then if r > 1, the at are all nomotopic to a cons tan t on Mi (in fact in a 
neighbourhood of ST), and so in this case it has been shown t h a t the kernel 
of / i * is the identi ty. On the other hand, if r = 1, the at represent elements 
of the injection image of ir^S1), as required in the s t a t emen t of the lemma. 

T h e kernel of / i * mus t now be shown to be the ident i ty in the cases r = 0 
and r = n — 1. When r = 0, h(E2) can be assumed to meet ET+1, a 1-cell, 
only a t the point p, h(Sx) will not meet En~T, b u t h(E2) m a y meet En~r in 
some curves. In this case, in addit ion to the points Pt appearing in the above 
discussion, there may be some algebraic curves in the interior of E2 carried 
by h into En~T. Since h is continuous, it is in this case possible to find a finite 
number of simple closed loops Ct in E2, each surrounding one or more of 
these curves, and each lying within such a small neighbourhood of these 
curves t h a t h (Ci) C W for each i. T h e Pt not already surrounded by the 
Cj are to be given neighbourhoods Ut as before, and the Ut and Cj are not 
to meet each other. T h e a rgument as above is then repeated, using the C\ 
along with the circumferences of the Uj. 

T h e case r = n — 1 is a little more complicated. h(E2) will meet En~r a t 
most in a finite number of points (and this need only happen if n = 2), bu t 
it may meet Er+l in both isolated points and in pieces of algebraic curves, 
some of which may be arcs with end points on a. T h e inverse images of these 
arcs will be arcs of algebraic curves with end points on S1. A preliminary 
ad jus tment will be made this t ime, deforming the mapping h in such a way 
t h a t all these end points coincide with q. There are now in E2 isolated points, 
isolated curves in the interior of E2, and a set of curves forming a connected 
set containing q, all mapped into Er+l VJ En~r by h. T h e isolated points and 
curves in the interior of E2 are to be t rea ted as in the case r — 0, and the 
remaining curve is to be surrounded by a simple closed loop beginning and 
ending a t q and lying in such a small neighbourhood of the curve t h a t it is 
mapped by h into W. This loop is to be included in the product of pa ths 
forming (3, and the rest of the a rgument is the same as before. 

T o complete the proof of the lemma it mus t be shown t h a t / i * is onto 
except in the case r = 0; it obviously will fail to be onto in this case. If then 
r 9^ 0, let a be a closed pa th on Mo, and it is convenient this t ime to take 
as base point for closed pa ths a point Q different from P. a is then nomotopic 
in M to a pa th a± not meeting En~r; this is possible since r ^ 0. Let a2 and a3 

be the projections of a\ on Mo and Mi respectively along the curves of F. T h e 
point fi~l(Q) is well defined and will be taken as base point for closed pa ths 
on Mi. Clearly a2 = fi(a^). On the other hand, a2 is homotopic in M, with 
respect to the base point Q, to ax and hence to a. But , using the curves of F, 
Mo is a deformation re t rac t of M (10, ch. I, § 4) and so a2 and a are homotopic 
in Mo. Hence / i * carries the homotopy class of a3 in Mi into t h a t of a in Mo, 
and this shows / i* to be onto for r ^ 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 

T h e case in which Mi (or similarly Af2) is not connected is deal t with as 
follows : 
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LEMMA 6.2. Continuing with the notation of the last lemma, let 4> be a (0, n — 1)-
modification, let M2 be connected but let Mi consist of two connected com
ponents Mi and MÎ'. Then the fundamental group of Mo is the free product 
of the images under /x* of those of Mi and Mi". 

Proof. This is a well known result, but is also easy to derive in the manner 
of the last lemma. 

Applying the above lemmas also to /2* and putting the results together, 
the following theorem is at once obtained. 

THEOREM 7. Let Mi and M2 be two n-dimensional orientable differentiable 
manifolds related by a spherical modification </> of type (r, n — r — 1). Then 

(1) if I < r < n — 2,TTI(MI) and TTI(M2) are isomorphic underf 2*^1*. (This 
can only happen if n > 4.) 

(2) If r = 1 and n > 3, /2*-1/i* is a homomorphism of wi(Mi) onto 7ri(ilf2) 
with kernel generated by the image of iriiS1) induced by the inclusion of S1 in Mi, 
Sl being the 1-sphere shrunk by <j>. 

(3) If r = 0 and n > 2, and Mi is connected, / 2 * - 1 / i* is an isomorphism 
into. If Mi has two components, 7Ti(ikf2) is the free product of their fundamental 
groups. 

Complementary results to (2) and (3) can of course be obtained by taking 
r = n — I or n — 2. The condition n > 2 in (3) is no great obstacle, as 
modifications on a surface are rather a trivial matter. On the other hand 
the restriction n > 3 in (2) shows up one of the essential difficulties of the 
3-dimensional case, where a modification which shrinks one circle simply 
has the effect of introducing another. 

Suppose now that Mi is a compact orientable differentiate manifold of 
dimension n > 3. wi(Mi) is a finitely generated group in this case, and the 
generators can be assumed to be carried by a finite collection of disjoint 
1-spheres differentiably and, of course, directly embedded in Mi. Performing 
the modifications which shrink these 1-spheres, and using part (2) of the 
above theorem, we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 8. An orientable compact differ entiable manifold of dimension > 3 
can be made simply connected by a finite sequence of (1, n — 2)-modifications. 

Note that, according to Theorem 6 and the remarks preceding it, the 
condition n > 3 can be dropped. But there is no guarantee in the case of 
n = 3 that the modifications involved correspond to a systematic killing of 
the generators of the fundamental group. 

7. Killing the homology groups. The aim of this section is to give a 
partial extension of the results of the last section to the homology and homo-
topy groups of dimension higher than the first. The idea is that a cycle 
carried by a directly embedded sphere can be annulled by the modification 
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which shrinks that sphere. But the condition imposed here on the cycle is a 
rather strong one, and so no sort of complete theory is possible until the 
situation has been analysed in much greater detail. The ideal result would 
be to achieve a complete "killing" by adding to the given manifold suitable 
auxiliary manifolds, namely representatives of the generators of the Thorn 
cobounding groups but, in the meantime, a few of the simpler cases will be 
treated. 

Let 0 be a spherical modification of type (r, n — r — 1) carrying the differ-
entiable manifold M\ into M2j shrinking the sphere Sr C Mi and introducing 
S71-'-1 C M2. Let B1 and B2 be the normal bundles of Sr and 5w- r~1 in Mx 

and M2l both, of course, topological products. Using singular homology with 
integral coefficients, an application of the homotopy and excision theorems 
shows that HP(MU Sr) 9* HP(M1 - B l f FrBi), and HP(M2, Sn-r-r) ^ Hp 

(M2 — B2, FrB2), for all p. On the other hand <£ induces a homeomorphism 
between Mx - Bx and M2 - B2, and so it follows that Hp(Mi, Sr) ^ HP(M2, 
Sn~r~1) for all p. The results to be obtained now depend on the examination 
of the following diagram, in which the horizontal lines are the appropriate 
homology sequences: 

(7) ->HP(Sr) ^Hp{Mi)^ Hp(Mi,Sr) d-^Hp^(Sr) -> 

?ll 
-+Hp{Sn-r-1) -+HP(M2) -> HP{M2, S"''-1) -tH^iS"-'-1) ->. 

i'p j'p d'p 

The proofs of the following lemmas are immediate. 

LEMMA 7.1. In the above notation if 2r < n — 1 (that is r < n — r — 1) then 
fiT,(Mi) 9ÈHP(M2) for p < r and Hr(M2) ^H^MÙ/irH^S*). 

Obviously there is a complementary result for r > n — r — 1, amounting 
simply to looking at 0 as leading from M2 to Mi. If in the lemma just proved 
Sr carries a representative of some generator of Hr(Mi), then the lemma 
shows that the effect of <£ is to annul that generator. 

LEMMA 7.2. Ifr + l<p<n — r— 1, Hp(Mi) ^ HP(M2)} and except when 
n is even and equal to 2(r + 1), Hr+i(Mi) can be identified with a subgroup of 
Hr+i(M2) and the quotient group is isomorphic to the kernel of ir. 

In particular, this shows that, if the cycle carried by Sr is homologous to 
zero in Mi or is a torsion cycle, the effect of the modification (with the excep
tion noted) is to add another generator to the (r + l)st homology group. 
These two lemmas show two of the characteristic ways in which a modifica
tion can affect homology. Note that, if Mi and M2 are simply connected and 
r > 1 (in addition to the conditions already imposed on it) then the above 
results, by the Hurewicz isomorphism theorem, can be interpreted in terms 
of the homotopy groups provided that all the lower dimensional homology 
groups are already known to be zero. 
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T h e cases in which the condition 2r < n — 1 fails will now be examined. 
This will have to be done separately in the two cases n odd and n even. Firs t 
consider an odd value 2ra + 1 of the dimension; the case to be looked a t 
then corresponds to the value ra of r. 

L E M M A 7.3. In the situation just described, HP(M?) ~ Hp(Mi) for all p < m. 
If the image of im is not of finite order in Hm (Mi) then the effect of <j> on M i is 
to reduce the rath Betti number by 1, but possibly to introduce a new torsion 
cycle. 

Proof. T h e first s ta tement , concerning p < m follows a t once from the 
diagram (7). Next, if the image of im is not of finite order in Hm(Mi), the 
fundamental cycle a of Sm will be homologous in M i to kau where k is an 
integer and ai belongs to a Bett i basis for Mx . Using a dual basis, it follows 
t h a t there is a cycle /3 on Mi such t h a t /3 . a = k. Now /3 can be chosen as a 
linear combination of singular simplexes on Mi each of which either does not 
meet Sm or has exactly one interior point in common with Sm. If the la t ter 
simplexes are removed a relative cycle of M i — Bi modulo FrJ5i is obtained 
whose boundary is easily seen to be ky, where 7 is a fundamental cycle of 
the ra-sphere Sim in M 2 introduced by the modification. Clearly ky is homo
logous to zero in M2 . Now the diagram (7) gives the isomorphism 

Hm{M,)/imHm{Sm) çÉHn(M2)/iiïIn(S?). 

Since the images of im and ij have generators represented respectively by 
a and 7, the result s ta ted follows a t once. 

There is obviously a complementary result to the above, s tar t ing with 
the assumption t h a t a: is a torsion cycle in M\\ this is not an essentially different 
result, b u t simply consists in reversing the par t s played by M i and M 2 in 
the above. 

Consider next an even value 2ra for n. The inequality 2r < n — 1 is equiva
lent to r < ra, and so again the case requiring special a t tent ion is r = m. 

L E M M A 7.4. If the image of im is not of finite order the effect of the modification 
is to decrease the rath Betti number by 2. 

Proof. If a is the fundamental cycle of Sm there is a cycle /3 on M x such 
t h a t (3 . a 7^ 0. Then , reasoning as in the last lemma, it follows t h a t the 
modification annuls the homology classes, over rational numbers , of a and f3; 
these classes are certainly different, for, since Sm is directly embedded, a.a = 0 . 

Lemma 7.4 could be formulated more completely by describing the effect 
of the modification on torsion, bu t as there is no immediate application it 
does not seem worth while. In any case the most suitable si tuation for applying 
this result would be where the lower dimensional homology groups were all 
zero, when the ra-dimensional torsion group would also automatical ly vanish. 
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